
This is with reference to il ~~ewsItem published in Iii Hindi Elaily
dilted 31,1.2017 ilileging that the CHB has created some new posts to
promote the favoured ones, - .

,
In this regard, it is clarified that tMe news is not bliisecl ell

facts as no new posts have been created in the Engineering department of
CHB, In fact some of the officers have been re-d'esignated & some have
been given additional charges (as detailed be100) of higher posts . for
convenience and smooth disposal of the office work & to facilitate the general
public. The charge of CE CHB (technical powers ani)) has not been assigned
to any XEN but to SE CHB, '

There are 8 sanctioned posts of Executive Engineers (EE) in CHB
and presently 8 officers are working/designated as EEs in CHB and no
additional posts have been created, The _EEsin CHB have been given the
financial powers to allot works upto Rs,5,OO lac only and not RS,30,OO lac as
mentioned in the news report. To cope up with the work, some senior most

, AEs in their cadre have been given the additional charge of the posts of SDEs
(which were lying vacant),
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Moreover, no additional financial burderi is being borne by CHB
due to the said arrangements as all such officers are drawing the pay of their
substantive posts and not the posts for which ,they -have been given
additional charge,
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